RENO OF THE MONTH

before

west coast fresh
A gutsy renovation decision affords these Vancouver
homeowners a highly functional, modern kitchen.
TEXT LESLEY YOUNG | PHOTOGRAPHY TRACEY AYTON

PROBLEM
Boxed-in layout
SOLUTION
Take drastic measures
to create an open-concept
main-level floor plan
FLOOR PLAN

220
sq. ft.

An open floor plan; rich wood finishes;
a sleek, casual look: These are the hallmarks of the West Coast modern style
that Sally Parrott and Erik Berg wanted
in a new home for their family of five.
But given their neighbourhood of
choice – Vancouver’s Mount Pleasant
area – they realized they’d have to
renovate top to bottom to get it. “Our
options were older character-filled
homes with not enough space, or
poorly renovated houses,” says Sally.
“We ended up buying the ugliest house
on the street, literally,” she adds, dubbing the then four-apartment home the
“1994 pink palace.” The solid structure
had the flexibility and spaciousness the
couple needed to turn it into an openconcept wonder with a welcoming,
organized kitchen at its heart.

The planning process It’s one

thing to gut an entire home, but it’s another
to move the kitchen to the opposite side of
the house, knock down a structural wall and
close up a window. Yet that’s just what
Jamie Deck, designer and director of Shift
Interiors, advised. The couple was torn over
the increased costs, but in the end couldn’t
argue with spatial logic. “It allowed us
to open up the whole layout,” says Jamie.

The design decisions The
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and quartz countertops. “I wanted
quartz for ease of care,” says homeowner Sally Parrott, “but I was surprised to learn it wasn’t that much
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Trail Appliances; Franke SINK, Riobel

ABOVE With their

first big choice came in the minimalistic
low-sheen white cabinetry. Sally wanted a
style without fussy profile edges. But Erik,
whose taste runs more traditional, was concerned the kitchen would read too stark.
Enter the warm-toned richly grained walnut island (topped with quartz), pantry
and floating shelf. “I wanted high-quality
materials that would stand a lot of wear
and tear, knowing we would spend a lot
of time here,” explains Sally.

comfy seats and nearly

The result “We’re thrilled with the

favourite cookbooks

outcome of the kitchen. It’s the happiest
room in our home,” says Sally.

invisible legs, the stools
don’t compete with
the beauty of the walnut island. The marble
mosaic backsplash
introduces another
organic element.
FAR LEFT A floating
walnut shelf enlivens
an otherwise empty
corner. “I keep my
there. It’s nice to have
them handy,” says Sally.
FRENCH OVEN, Ming Wo.
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BUDGET
breakdown
Here’s what it’ll cost
you to get the look
of this kitchen.
MATERIALS

33,310

$

· Millwork (cabinetry) $25,000*
· Countertops $6,000
· Backsplash tiles $545
· Floor tiles $1,130
· Cabinetry hardware $635

ELECTRICAL/
PLUMBING

10,000

$

APPLIANCES

26,755

$

· Refrigerator $12,300
· Range $9,000
· Range hood $2,150
· Microwave $420

ABOVE The appliance
garage cupboards,
starting above the
microwave, open horizontally, mirroring the
look of the drawers
below and creating a
clean sightline. “I love
how the upper doors
hinge open for super
easy access,” says Sally.
Thermador REFRIGERATOR, Panasonic MICROWAVE, EuroTrim MICROWAVE TRIM KIT, Trail
Appliances.

FOR SOURCES,
SEE OUR WORKBOOK
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· Microwave trim kit $330
· Sink $1,870
· Faucet $685

$

TOTAL COST

70,065

(excludes design; *includes labour)

